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8. A LITTLE DEATH 

Intro:  Slow - Dm/D  /C  /B  Bb6   A/A  /G  /F  /E   /D    D/D  (drop D – Intro only) 

 D1          D2    D1         D3  
1.  A tightening of the    chest       a shortening of the  breath 
2.  My brain accelerates to overdrive a vortex sucks me down its hole 

 D1           D2        Bb    C   D3 
1.  I’m all confused and    wondering is this   love or   is this  death 
2.   I wait for the crash that will surely arrive, spasms deep with- in my  soul 

  D1         D2       D1        D3 
1.   Blinded by lightning  in my eyes, made  deaf by thunder in my ears 
1.      I feel it’s all coming  to an end that I’ll    soon be letting    go 

  D1         D2          F    G     A 
1.   An ice cold hand is  squeezing my heart, my eyes are drowned in  tears 
2.   look in my soul there’s   nothing there    why not I just don’t  know 

   Dm    C     G/B       Dm        C    G/B 
    Different scenes and vivid dreams   rush through my mind and  out they  go  

   Dm    C        G/B       /Bb      F/A    G    D/F# 
    It doesn’t matter what you’ve come to  know you’re paralysed, mind turned to dough 

 Bb/A          A         Bb/A  C/A  Bb/A A       
1.  Expectations of something I should say make me stop too scared to    talk 
2.   Once it’s over and     done    is it the  same for ever-  y-   one 

 Bb/A            A         Gm    A      Dm  
1.  I’m sinking fast, I’m lost     in the dark lacking   spark and  bobbing like a cork 
2.  Is this something in which you really believe or do you open that door and    leave 

 Eb/D            D     Eb/D       F/D Eb/D D 
1.  A sudden widening of the    eyes    e- motions       runn-ing   wild 
2.  What is this change come over me  a para-digm   so     plain to   see 

 Eb/D            D     C        Bb  A  
1.  Electric quivers   in my    thighs    feelings  of an-  other  kind   >> Intro 
2.  Behind your head a light shines high above is it   death or  is it   love      

End:  Dm    Dm/C    G/B Gm/Bb   Bb   A     Dm 
   What is this change come over me ...    Is this  Death or  Love 
  

Tuned down 2 (DGCFAD) – no capo 
100 bpm   4/4  
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A LITTLE DEATH – Lyrics only 

 
A tightening of the chest 
A shortening of the breath 
I’m all confused and wondering 
Is this love or is this death 
Blinded by lightning in my eyes 
Made deaf by thunder in my ears 
An ice cold hand is squeezing my heart 
My eyes are drowned in tears 
 
Different scenes and vivid dreams  
Rush through my mind and out they go  
It doesn’t matter what you’ve come to know  
You’re paralysed, mind turned to dough 
 
Expectations of something I should say  
Make me stop too scared to talk 
I’m sinking fast, I’m lost in the dark  
Lacking spark and bobbing like a cork 
A sudden widening of the eyes 
Emotions running wild 
Electric quivers in my thighs 
Feelings of another kind 
 
My brain accelerates to overdrive  
A vortex sucks me down its hole 
I wait for the crash that will surely arrive 
Spasms deep within my soul 
I feel it’s all coming to an end  
That I’ll soon be letting go 
Look in my soul there’s nothing there  
Why not I just don’t know 
 

 
Different scenes and vivid dreams  
Rush through my mind and out they go  
It doesn’t matter what you’ve come to know  
You’re paralysed, mind turned to dough 
 
Once it’s over and done  
Is it the same for everyone 
Is this something in which you really believe 
Or do you open that door and leave 
What is this change come over me   
A paradigm so plain to see 
Behind your head a light shines high above 
Is it death or is it love 
  
 
What is this change come over me 
Is this Death or Love 
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08.  A Little Death - CHORDS 
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